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3.3#28: First, here’s a step-by-step guide for creating the iterated graphic in Geometer’s Sketchpad.  Give 

First draw a circle, draw its radius and select the radius resulting in 
something like the picture at right.  Then on the “construct” menu choose 
construct the midpoint for the radius.  Then deselect all and double click 
on the center of the circle to choose it as the center of rotation.  Then select 
the radius, its midpoint and the point on the radius at the circumference 
and rotate this by 120 degrees twice.  This is done  
using options on the “transform” menu.   
    You should now have something like the picture shown at right.   
     Deselect all and then select just the three radii and click ctrl+H to hide 
them.  Then draw three circles centered at the midpoints of the three radii 
by dragging the circumferences to the point on the circumference  

 
of the larger circle where that radius meets it.  You now have something 
like the picture shown next. 
 
Now deselect all and choose the center of the big circle followed by the 
point on the circumference to the right (these were the original points used 
to create the big circle.)   

 
Now find that “iterate” on the “transform” menu is available and create 
three constructions, each time mapping the center of the big circle to a 
center of one of the three little circles and mapping the circumference point 
to the relative circumference point on the big circle. Indicate 7 iterations. 
You will get something like the following, which may adorn the next Math 
Field Day T-shirt, if there is ever another Math Field Day. 

 



 

Oh…so, we still haven’t properly answered the question?  The question asks that we give a recursive definition 
for  where the sequence 1 , 2 , 3 , …	is the fractal illustrated above.   
ANS:  1  is a circle.  For n > 1,  is formed from 1  by adding, for each circle S in 1 , three 
circles, each with half the diameter of S and each passing through the center of S and touching the original 
circumference point or a point rotated 120 degrees from there. 

3.3#29: Give an informal definition of the shape as a recursively defined set. 

ANS:  Base case: ∈C  Recursive step:  If ∈C then ∈C. 

 

  


